The Assessment of the Abrasiveness for Resin Composite Finishing and Polishing Systems
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ABSTRACT
Objective: This study was aimed to assess the abrasiveness of 4 composite finishing and polishing systems, on 2 nano-hybrid composite materials.

Methods: Forty samples were prepared using Tetric EvoCeram BulkFill and IPS Empress Direct composites (Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, Lichtenstein). Each group was divided into 4 subgroups (Sof-Lex Disc, 3M, MN, USA; Enhance/Pogo, Dentsply, Konstanz, Germany; OptraGloss, Ivoclar Vivadent; Twist Dia, Kuraray, Tokyo, Japan). Finishing and polishing systems were performed at one side, for 30 s regarding each step. Initial (t0) and final (t1) thicknesses were measured with a micrometer (ME-DI-MIC-25-50-LD Digital External Micrometer, Machine DRO, Hoddesdon, UK). Two-way Anova test and Tukey HSD were performed for multiple comparisons, according to the t1-t0 values. Deem significance was set at p<0.05.

Results: IPS Empress Direct composite presented significantly a greater level of abrasion (52.85 ± 42.26) than Tetric Evo Ceram BulkFill (p<0.001). Significantly a greater level of abrasiveness was observed for Sof-Lex Disc system (91.25 ± 47.22) among all finishing and polishing materials (p<0.001). There was no significant differences in abrasiveness, between Enhance/Pogo – Optragloss (p=0.859), Enhance/Pogo – Twist Dia (p=0.891), and Twist Dia – Optragloss (p=0.440).

Conclusion: Both the type of composite and the finishing and polishing material were considered effective factors for abrasion. The greatest level of abrasiveness was observed for Sof-Lex Disc system (91 µm on average). The abrasiveness for 2-step systems was similar and ranged between 24–36 µm on average. IPS Empress Direct presented a greater level of abrasion on equal terms of finishing and polishing.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The quality of finishing and polishing procedures is directly related to the longevity of a composite restoration. Accordingly, manufacturers have introduced numerous systems for composite finishing and polishing procedures. Finishing is defined as gross contouring or reduction to obtain the required restoration morphology while polishing refers to the reduction in roughness and scratches typically created by the finishing instruments (1). Proper finishing and polishing procedures in direct composite restorations are necessary for long-lasting, esthetic result. Lack of these procedures may lead to tactile perception by the patient and plaque accumulation, thereby gingival irritation, staining, and secondary caries lesions (2-4). Previously, 0.2 µ surface roughness was reported as the threshold value to avoid bacterial accumulation (5). Also, it was shown that mechanical properties have a positive correlation with wear resistance, both can be decreased by unpolished restorations (6, 7).

Finishing and polishing procedures are material—and technique-sensitive. The filler content of resin-based composites and the type of finishing and polishing systems used to influence the surface roughness and staining of restoration (1). Whereas, it was reported that the difference in polishability between composite materials is more significant compared to the difference between polishing systems (4). Also, the composite materials polished with finishing systems of the same manufacturer presented less surface roughness and staining, previously (8). Higher surface gloss can be maintained if the operator spends more time in finishing and polishing procedures (4). Contouring and re-shaping of the final restoration are generally performed with diamond or tungsten carbide burs and a more regular surface was reported for tungsten carbide burs compared to the diamond burs (9). However, some operators use polishing systems for this step (4).

Different shapes of finishing and polishing materials have been introduced to provide an effective application for different
2. METHODS

2.1. Preparation and Distribution of the Specimens

Two nano-hybrid resin composite materials, Tetric EvoCeram BulkFill (A1 body shade, Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, Lichtenstein) and IPS Empress Direct (A1 enamel shade, Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, Lichtenstein) were used for the preparation of the composite samples (Table 1). A total of 80 disc-shaped samples of 4 mm in diameter and 2 mm in thickness were prepared using silicon molds. Resin composites were condensed into the silicon mold in two layers and mylar strips were placed over the top and the bottom surfaces to avoid oxygen inhibition layer formation (11-13). Excessive material was extruded by condensing the mold in between two glass slides. Polymerization of the samples was performed using a LED curing unit (Valo Grand, Ultradent Products, USA) at irradiation of 1000 mW/cm² for 40 s on each side. The light intensity was monitored with a radiometer during the preparation of the specimens (13). Each specimen was notched at two edges 180° apart (single notch at one edge, double notch at the opposite edge) to maintain consistent orientation during the polishing procedures (14). Then the specimens were immersed in water at a constant 37 °C for 24 hours using a dental incubator (9, 11, 13, 15).

Table 1. Contents and Manufacturers of Resin Composite Materials Finishing and Polishing Systems.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Resin Composite Type</th>
<th>Shade</th>
<th>Content</th>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tetric EvoCeram</td>
<td>Nano-hybrid A1 body</td>
<td>Dimethacrylate, barium aluminum silicate glass (0.4 μm and 0.7 μm), ytterbium trifluoride (200 nm), spherical mixed oxide (160 nm), prepolymers (17 % wt), ivocerin light initiator: 80 % wt, 61 % vol, and 17 % isofillers</td>
<td>Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, Lichtenstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPS Empress Direct</td>
<td>Nano-hybrid A1 enamel</td>
<td>Dimethacrylate, barium aluminum fluorosilicate glass (0.7 μm), barium glass, spherical mixed oxide (150 nm), ytterbium trifluoride (100 nm), silicone dioxide (0.04–3 μm, mean 0.55 μm). 78.1 % wt</td>
<td>Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, Lichtenstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sof-Lex Disc</td>
<td>4-step aluminum oxide embedded flexible disc system. Coarse (55 μm), medium (40 μm), fine (24 μm), and super fine (8 μm).</td>
<td>3M, St Paul, MN, USA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhance/Pogo</td>
<td>2-step aluminum oxide and diamond embedded rubber cup system. Enhance (40 μm), Pogo (7 μm).</td>
<td>Dentsply Sirona, Konstanz, Germany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OptraGloss</td>
<td>2-step diamond embedded cup and spiral wheel system for both composite and ceramic polishing. Cup and spiral wheel.</td>
<td>Ivoclar Vivadent, Schaan, Lichtenstein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twist Dia</td>
<td>2-step diamond embedded spiral wheel system. Pre-polisher (14 μm), high-shine polisher (10 μm).</td>
<td>Kuraray Noritake, Tokyo, Japan</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The initial evaluation of thickness ($t_1$) for each sample was performed for 3 times by a single operator for each sample using an industrial type screw-type digital micrometer (0.001 mm) with 25-50 mm measuring range (ME-DI-MIC-25-50-LD Digital External Micrometer 25-50mm, Machine DRO, The Allendale Group Ltd., Hoddesdon, UK; Figure 1). This device was used as the control method for monitoring the quantitative dental hard tissue loss, previously (16, 17).

2.2. Finishing and Polishing Protocol

The resin composite groups were divided into 4 polishing material subgroups randomly (n=10 for each subgroup). Sof-Lex Disc (3M, St. Paul, MN, USA), Enhance/Pogo (Dentsply Sirona, Konstanz, Germany), OptraGloss (Ivoclar Vivadent, Shaan, Lichtenstein), and Twist Dia (Kuraray Noritake, Tokyo, Japan) were used for the finishing and polishing procedures (Table 1). For each specimen, one side was selected and marked for the finishing and polishing (9). The selected surfaces were roughened with 600 and 800 grit sandpapers (Carbimet, Special Silicone Carbide Grinding Paper, IL, USA), respectively to generate standardized initial roughness for the surfaces (12, 18).

A preliminary study was undergone regarding the calibration of press-on force and micrometer measurements with two blind female operators using another 20 samples. A lathetype slow speed handpiece was used with the polishing materials attached (11). Also, both observers measured the thicknesses of 20 samples using the micrometer, before and after the abrasion procedures. After achieving a perfect interclass correlation for both measurement periods (0.999 and 1.000; Table 1), the real polishing procedures were initiated. Operator 1 was selected as the single operator to perform the surface roughening and the finishing and polishing procedures.

All samples were treated with the 4 different finishing and polishing systems (Twist Dia, Sof-Lex Disc, Enhance/Pogo, and OptraGloss) at 10,000 rpm, in dry conditions, by the same operator (Figure 2 (A–D)). Each material in the systems was used for 30 s in the present study (19). The specimens were rotated (a quarter turn for every 5 s) during the finishing and polishing procedures to equalize the surface contacts. The application was performed in various directions to the whole specimen surface for 30 s. The specimens were rinsed and dried between steps to remove the polishing debris. Also, the finishing and polishing materials were renewed for each composite specimen (19).

The four-step Sof-Lex Disc system includes 4 aluminum oxide ($\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$) embedded discs and each was used for 30 s on both sides at dry conditions (14, 20). The discs including thick to thin grains (55 µm, 40 µm, 24 µm, and 8 µm) were used respectively for each specimen (11). The two-step Enhance/Pogo system includes two $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ and diamond embedded silicon cups (11) and each was used for 30 s on both sides at dry conditions. Enhance cups with 40 µm grains were used first and followed by Pogo cups with 7 µm grains (13). The two-step Twist Dia system includes two diamond-embedded spiral wheels and each was used for 30 s on both sides at dry conditions. The dark blue pre-polisher wheel including 14 µm grains was used first and followed by the light blue high-shine polisher wheel including 10 µm grains (12, 21). The two-step OptraGloss system includes one diamond-embedded cup and one diamond-embedded spiral wheel. Each was used for 30 s on both sides at dry conditions. The dark blue cup was used first and followed by the light blue spiral wheel.

The specimens were cleaned from debris and the final evaluation of thickness ($t_2$) was performed by the same operator 3 times for each sample using the digital micrometer.

2.3. Statistical Analysis

Data were analyzed using IBM SPSS V23 software. The normality of data for the composites and the finishing and polishing materials was observed with the Shapiro Wilk test. The correlation between the two operators regarding the polishing procedures and the reliability of the calculations of the two observers were observed with ICC. The two-way Anova test was used for the evaluation of abrasion level according to the composites and polishing materials. Multiple comparisons were evaluated with Tukey HSD. Standard deviations were presented as average ± S.D. Deem significance was set at p<0.05.

3. RESULTS

A perfect, positive correlation was observed between the two blinded observers for both observation periods (p<0.001 for each; Table 2). Therefore, the average values of the measurements of observer 1 were taken into consideration for the statistical analyses.
Both the type of composite and the finishing and polishing material, were considered effective factors for abrasion (p=0.014, p<0.001, respectively). Moreover, polishing material was found a more effective factor than composite. However, composite – polishing material combination was not considered an effective factor on abrasion (p=0.533).

The average abrasiveness observed for the Sof-Lex Disc system for 120 s of application, was 91.25 µm, whereas it was 24–36 µm for Enhance/Pogo, Optragloss, and Twist Dia for 60 s of application (Table 3).

**Table 3. Descriptive Statistics and Multiple Comparisons Regarding Composites and Polishing Materials. The Level of Abrasion was Defined as µm.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polishing Material</th>
<th>Composite</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tetric Evo Ceram Bulk Fill</td>
<td>IPS Empress Direct</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhance/Pogo</td>
<td>24.10 ± 13.45</td>
<td>36.20 ± 13.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SoftLex Disc</td>
<td>77.30 ± 38.40</td>
<td>105.20 ± 52.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optragloss</td>
<td>29.50 ± 11.72</td>
<td>43.70 ± 20.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twist Dia</td>
<td>22.30 ± 6.60</td>
<td>26.30 ± 10.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>38.30 ± 30.84</td>
<td>52.85 ± 42.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A-B: No significant difference was found between the composites with the same letter; a-b: No significant difference was found between the finishing and polishing systems with the same letter; x: No significant difference was found for the composite and finishing and polishing system interactions with the same letter.

In terms of composite materials, IPS Empress Direct (52.85 ± 42.26) presented significantly a greater level of abrasion than Tetric Evo Ceram Bulk Fill (38.30 ± 30.84) (p<0.001). In terms of finishing and polishing materials, Sof-Lex Disc (91.25 ± 47.22) presented a significantly greater level of abrasion among all (p<0.001) (Table 3). There was no significant differences between Enhance/Pogo – Optragloss (p=0.859), Enhance/Pogo – Twist Dia (p=0.891), and Twist Dia – Optragloss (p=0.440) (Table 3). The combination of Sof-Lex Disc with IPS Empress Direct showed the highest level of abrasion (105.20 ± 52.92), whereas the combination of Twist Dia with Tetric Evo Ceram Bulk Fill showed the lowest (22.30 ± 6.60) (Table 3).

4. DISCUSSION

The abrasiveness of the finishing and polishing materials is very important, as the objective in composite restorations is to obtain the maximum surface smoothness with minimum surface material loss, clinically, especially when performing the additive layering technique rather than the subtractive technique (22, 23). Accordingly, several previous studies have observed the effectiveness of composite polishing systems on surface smoothness or color stability (5-9, 12, 13, 20, 24-26). However, there is a lack in the studies regarding the evaluation of the level of abrasiveness of these materials. The method used to monitor the quantitative abrasiveness of finishing and polishing systems in the present study was not common. But, monitoring with the contact type digital micrometer, was previously used in vitro and in vivo, for evaluating bruxism-related incisal hard tissue loss quantitatively, as the control method (16, 17).

The type of the polishing material was reported to influence the final surface roughness, however, the influence for the type of composite material is controversial (26, 27). With regard to our results, the level of abrasion also varied among the composite finishing and polishing systems. Also, the level of abrasion varied among the composite types. Therefore, the h₁ hypotheses were accepted. However, the finishing and polishing material was considered a more effective factor influencing the level of abrasion compared to the composite type.

Current composite polishing systems in the market include only a single step or up to 4 steps with various grit sizes (11, 20, 27, 28). Moreover, some of these systems include only polishing materials with only fine grits, whereas, some include both finishing and polishing materials with fine and coarse grits. The systems including only composite polishing materials might also be combined with another material that can be used for the finishing procedure. Therefore, these should be taken into consideration for the comparison of the effectiveness as well as the abrasiveness of these systems. It has been shown that single-step polishing systems can be as effective as multi-step techniques, according to the finishing quality before the polishing (9, 20, 26). Fine diamond burs, tungsten carbide burs, Arcansas burs, or rough polishing discs can be used as additional finishing materials to smoothen the composite surface (9, 29). A greater level of abrasiveness was reported for the finishing materials than the polishing materials (9). All the composite polishing systems in the present study included finishing and polishing steps to obtain a fair evaluation. According to the literature, the polishing time for even the same polishing system may vary from 5 to 40 seconds (10). Whereas, only 5 s was reported to be enough for the greatest improvement on surface roughness, clinically, depending on the press-on force, type and shape of the finishing and polishing material, and also type of the resin composite (10). In this study, all systems were used at 10.000 rpm (4) and dry conditions according to the instructions of the manufacturers. As the surface roughness, as well as the abrasiveness, are time-dependent (10), each step in the systems was used equally for 30 s to evaluate the total abrasive effect of each step of the system and also to achieve a standardized and maximum surface smoothness.

The effectiveness in the surface smoothness and the level of abrasiveness might not be directly proportional every time and sometimes might even be inversely proportional. Regarding the polishing material, the flexibility of the material and the hardness and grain size of the abrasive particles influence the polishing quality, as well as the level of abrasiveness (26,
The grain size of the abrasive particles should be harder than the filler particles of the material for an effective finishing and polishing procedure (25, 29, 30). Otherwise, the polishing material removes the organic matrix from the surface and the filler particles will remain as protrusions, open to staining (27). Therefore, synthetic rubber, silicon carbide, aluminum oxide (Al$_2$O$_3$), or diamond particles were generally used as the abrasive particles in many composite finishing and polishing systems (14, 29, 31). Recently, a new two-step diamond-embedded polishing system Optragloss, including both finishing and polishing materials, was introduced with the claim of effectiveness for polishing of both resin composite and ceramic restorations, clinically. It might be interpreted that, this system includes abrasive particles harder than the hardness of ceramic materials, which might increase the level of abrasion for resin composite materials. In this study, one Al$_2$O$_3$ embedded, one Al$_2$O$_3$ and diamond embedded, and two diamond-embedded finishing and polishing systems were used to evaluate the level of abrasiveness on resin composites. According to the results, significantly the greatest level of abrasion was observed for the Al$_2$O$_3$ embedded Sof-Lex Disc system (p<0.001; Table 3). In terms of the surface smoothness, the previous gold standard considered Sof-Lex Discs system (20, 25, 31), had probably a disadvantage regarding the level of abrasiveness, due to the containing of a 55 µm grit size disc. Also, the number of steps, as well as the total application time for the Sof-Lex Disc system, were two-times longer (4 steps / total of 120 s) than the other systems (2 steps / total of 60 s), which might have influenced the outcome. Therefore, it might be interpreted that, the abrasiveness of a finishing and polishing system was grit size and also finishing and polishing step dependent. Accordingly, it might be better to decide the number of steps to use in a finishing and polishing system, according to the smoothness of the restoration surface rather than the instructions for use. To reduce the level of abrasiveness, after evaluating the level of surface smoothness of the restoration, it might be better to use the 4-step Sof-Lex Disc system as a 3-step system, by extracting the coarse disc (55 µm), as some researchers did previously (11, 19).

Regarding the results, an unexpected outcome was about the 2-step composite and ceramic polishing system, the Optragloss. Although the observed abrasiveness of OptraGloss system (36.60 ± 17.9) was higher than the Enhance/Pogo system (30.15 ± 14.32), and followed by the Twist Dia system (24.30 ± 8.76), there was no significant difference among these polishing systems (p>0.05; Table 3 and 5). Marigo et al. reported that the type of the abrasive particles is an effective factor for the surface gloss (31). Unlike the number of steps, the harder abrasive particles in Optragloss did not significantly affect the level of abrasion. However, although it was not statistically significant, there was a quantitatively higher level of abrasiveness for OptraGloss, compared to the Enhance/Pogo and Twist Dia (Table 3). This difference might be because of the use of the high grain, dark blue, diamond embedded cup with greater abrasive particle hardness, which was suggested for the polishing of zirconium oxide (ZrO$_2$) and lithium disilicate glass-ceramic (LS$_2$) materials according to the manufacturer’s instructions (29, 30). Moreover, the cup shape might have an affect to enhance the abrasiveness, in agreement with Heintze et al. (4). But, without using the cup with coarse grit, only the light blue spiral wheel with fine grit can not be enough for both finishing and polishing procedures of resin composites in this system. Therefore, in the present study, both cup and spiral wheel in OptraGloss were used as a two-step finishing and polishing system. Nevertheless, the abrasiveness was not different compared to Enhance/Pogo (p=0.859) and Twist Dia (p=0.440) systems.

The quantitatively greater level of abrasiveness for Enhance/Pogo compared to Twist Dia, might be because of the differences in the abrasive particle type and size in these systems (Table 3) (26). Enhance/Pogo contains both the Al$_2$O$_3$ (40 µm) and diamond (7 µm) abrasive particles (11), whereas Twist Dia only includes diamond (14 µm and 10 µm) particles (12), which might explain the greater abrasiveness of Enhance/Pogo for equal application times (26). Also, the spiral wheel shape of Twist Dia polishing materials might have reduced the press-on force, in agreement with Heintze et al. (4), and thereby, reduced the level of abrasiveness. According to Heintze et al. (4), other than press-on force advantage, the spiral wheels might have a good advantage for clinical application on curved dental surfaces. The shape might also effect the greater abrasiveness of the Sof-Lex Disc system in the present study. In accordance with Heintze et al. (4), the shape of the polishing system was considered an influencer factor for the effectiveness, in various researches, previously (10, 26, 28). Soft-Lex Disc system included flat flexible discs, while other systems included rubber cups and/or flexible spiral wheels, which were reported to act as more pressure absorbers compared to the elastic paper discs (4, 26, 28). The discs and spiral wheels generally bend and counteract the increase in pressure while performing, whereas they act more rigidly while polishing the cups (10). However, regarding our results, this pressure absorbance factor might have not been as effective as the finishing and polishing step factor to inhibit the greater level of abrasiveness of the discs. Because a greater level of abrasion was observed for the Sof-Lex Disc system among all. Additionally, the material surfaces were flat in this in vitro study, and considering the round dental surfaces, the abrasiveness of the disc-shaped materials might be much higher, clinically (26, 31).

The spiral wheels such as Twist Dia and Sof Lex Spiral (3M, St. Paul, MN, USA) were considered as effective as the 4-step Sof-Lex Disc system, regarding the color stability of resin composites, with a shorter polishing time advantage, recently (26). However, only 3-4 % of the dental practitioners in the US were reported to prefer spiral-shaped materials (4). Accordingly, the spiral shaped polishing materials with shorter application time, low level of abrasiveness, and good adaptation on curved dental surfaces might be preferred in daily clinical practice confidently.

Regarding the resin composite materials used, significantly a greater level of abrasion was detected for IPS Empress Direct.
In the present study, the assessment of the effectiveness of dental finishing and polishing systems was generally tested in vitro on flat specimen surfaces, using dental handpieces, with a defined rotation speed and a predefined polishing time (4). However, the polishing procedure is a dynamic task, clinically (4). Especially for the occlusal surfaces, as the material moves on curved tooth surfaces, the press on force also fluctuates depending on the angle of the curve and the shape and hardness of the material (4, 10). Therefore, the conditions of in vitro studies might not simulate the clinical conditions. It might be better to monitor the press-on force while performing abrasion procedures for further studies. Also in the present study, the finishing and polishing systems were used including all the steps to compare the total effects of the systems. However, reducing the number of steps may alter the outcome clinically. Moreover, more proven abrasion monitoring methods such as optic profilometer, AFM, and SEM should be used for further studies to crosscheck the outcomes. Also, resin composites in different brands and types, and finishing and polishing materials in different brands and shapes might influence the level of abrasiveness.

S. CONCLUSIONS

Within the limits of this study, both types of composite and finishing and polishing material were considered effective factors for surface abrasion. The 4-step Sof-Lex Disc system presented the greatest level of abrasiveness (91 µm on average) among all, for 120 seconds of application. The abrasiveness of Enhance/Pogo, Optragloss, and Twist Dia was similar and ranged between 24 – 36 µm on average, for 60 seconds of application. IPS Empress Direct presented a greater level of abrasion than Tetric Evo Ceram Bulk Fill regarding finishing and polishing procedures on equal terms.
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